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Neuroimaging of intrinsic connectivity networks: a robust
method for assessing functional brain organization in
psychiatric disorders
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Neuroimaging scientists are well aware that even simple
cognitive processes require contributions from multiple
brain regions working together as a network. Now, com-
putational tools to identify and assess these networks are
readily available, and a growing number of studies are
showing that connectivity within and between networks
provides important measures of psychiatric disorders.

Functional connectivity is a measure of the temporal
synchronization of activity in spatially separate brain
regions, suggesting that these regions are working
together as a network. It is easy to conceptualize how
brain regions would be synchronized while performing a
task. For example, while following a visual target, it makes
sense that activity in the visual cortex would be synchro-
nized with activity in the frontal eye fields, as both of these
regions are needed to perform this task. However, it is not
intuitively obvious that neural activity is synchronized while
not performing a task. Biswal et al. were the first to report
that low frequency oscillations in the left and right sensori-
motor cortices are temporally synchronized while subjects
rest in the scanner.1 This finding implies that the brain
maintains a network organization regardless of current
demands, an effect called ‘‘intrinsic connectivity’’ referring
to coordinated activity that is inherent to brain function
rather than elicited by a task. Examples of commonly dis-
cussed intrinsic connectivity networks include the default
mode network, the salience network, and the executive
control network.

Although they are not fully understood, many scientists
believe that intrinsic connectivity networks represent the
functional organization of the brain that developed
through frequent co-activation in the service of behavior,
e.g. the Hebbian theory that ‘‘neurons wire together if they
fire together.’’2 Notably, resting state intrinsic connectivity
is based on low-frequency oscillations (0.01-0.1 hertz),
while task-based connectivity is based on a higher
frequency signal (B0.5 hertz). However, the two mea-
sures are spatially similar. A meta-analysis of functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data from nearly
40,000 subjects showed a strong concordance between
spatial patterns of task activation and 20 of the most

reliably observed intrinsic networks.3 For example, the
executive control network is similar to patterns of
activation during cognitive tasks and the salience network
aligns with emotional tasks. For these reasons, we may
conclude that aberrant intrinsic connectivity indicates
abnormal brain organization and could be used to better
understand the neural correlates of psychiatric disorders.

In addition to connectivity within intrinsic networks,
connectivity between networks is a meaningful metric for
studies in psychiatry. Connectivity between networks
indicates the ways in which these networks interact, for
example, in healthy people, the default mode network has
a negative connectivity with the dorsal attention network
to effectively transition attention from the internally-
focused default mode to the externally-focused attention
network. In contrast, youth with attention deficit hyper-
activity disorder (ADHD) show hyperconnectivity between
these networks, consistent with symptoms of dysregu-
lated attention.4 Furthermore, brain development during
adolescence is characterized by increasing connectivity
between networks and decreasing connectivity within
networks,5 providing a metric by which aberrant or
delayed neural development can be assessed.

In the current issue, Battel et al.6 successfully identify
3 important intrinsic connectivity networks in a group of
29 adolescents with depression, providing a view of
functional brain organization that is consistent with
previous studies in adolescents. The consistency of these
results is an important strength of resting state connec-
tivity methods, and the work reported here is meaningful
in that it contributes one of the first fMRI studies of youth
with depression in a middle-income country.

Resting-state fMRI has advantages over task-based
fMRI in the study of clinical disorders. Patient groups
who cannot comply with task demands (such as those
with severe ADHD or autism) can participate, language
differences between subject groups are not an issue, and
variability in task design does not lead to difficulties in com-
paring results from different studies. Using resting state
fMRI data, large normative databases of brain connecti-
vity can be developed that may ultimately lead to the
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establishment of clinical standards for assessing aberrant
connectivity for an individual patient.

How could resting-state intrinsic connectivity informa-
tion be used clinically? Clearly, we do not need a func-
tional MRI scan to determine if someone is depressed
or has ADHD. However, with further research, several
scenarios could become possible. For example, it could
be possible to subtype individuals with a disorder based
on their intrinsic connectivity. Such subtypes could
indicate likelihood to respond to a particular antidepres-
sant or suggest that an individual is a better candidate for
psychotherapy. Alternately, a particular intrinsic connec-
tivity pattern may indicate that more aggressive treatment
is needed. Ultimately, clinical applications developed from
MRI data could be translated to less expensive forms of
measurement, such as functional near infrared spectro-
scopy or electroencephalogram. The investigation reported
by Battel et al.6 brings this day closer.
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